
 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

ARC 

Anti-Super Retrieval and Containment  

Section 6…no questions please  

Created by special order 221a of the government oversight council on Supers (GOCS) and 

under the legendary Section-6 department (Classified), ARC, or the Anti-Super Retrieval & 

Containment division, is a highly classified unit of trained military personnel designed to 

meet and manage the growing threat of Supers in United States. To this end they use 

classified leading-edge weapons and equipment and even recruit Supers into their ranks. 

Seized Supers are placed into what is commonly referred to as the Vault where they are 

either reeducated and released into ARC's service or contained indefinitely. 

ARC consists of at least five fully equipped teams each more than capable of being 

dispatched to handle warranted Supers, or, such as in the SDS incident in Oakland, working 

together to take down multiple Supers. Led by the secretive and mysterious General 

 

    "Always nice to have friends in your pocket. Even when they don't realize    

they're being used. Still, he's going to benefit, so who cares."                                                                                                                     

-General Matthew Davenport 

Davenport, the organization is rapidly making a name for itself in policing the local California 

state of rogue Supers. 

It should be noted that once ARC has contained a Super, they lose all personal rights as 

under article 15 of the Government Oversight Council on Supers (GOCS). As such, extreme 

cases of reeducation do include torture and death of personality, though this isn't public 

knowledge. 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

ARC has two powerful technologies currently available to them, one is the Super Nullifier, a 

device that puts out a field that scrambles the neural cortex of a Super making it so that 

their non-physical powers won't function, ie energy attacks, flight, regeneration, etc; this 

doesn't affect enhanced strength and abilities from superior training or ability. It also doesn't 

seem to have any effect on entities that are supernatural in origin, such as one mission 

against a demonic entity proved. 

The other technology are their suits of power armor, making their specialist a match for brick 

& EB classed Supers. 

The ARC 'Vault' facility is currently located in San Diego. 

LISTEN, SEE, REPORT 

You are the first line of defense. 

ARC 

1065 Colonial Drive 

San Diego, CA.  
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